Fraunhofer diffraction is a well-known phenomenon achieved with most wavelength even without lens. A single-shot intensity measurement of diffraction is generally considered inadequate to reconstruct the original light field, because the lost phase part is indispensable for reverse transformation. Phase retrieval is usually conducted in two means: priori knowledge or multiple different measurements. However, priori knowledge works for certain type of object while multiple measurements are difficult for short wavelength. Here, by introducing non-orthogonal measurement via high density sampling scheme, we demonstrate that one single-shot Fraunhofer diffraction pattern of complex object is sufficient for phase retrieval. Both simulation and experimental results have demonstrated the feasibility of our scheme.
single-shot Fraunhofer diffraction in lab condition.
The light field of two-dimentional Fraunhofer diffraction can be computed by 12 2 ( cos cos cos sin ) Fourier transform (HFT).
If the diffraction field is measured completely including the phase, the measurement can be taken as a linear process, multiplying vectorized signal of original light field The inner product P  of the measurement of k  and k  is given by 
is not; because the magnitude part of orthogonal integer measurement is centrosymmetric while the phase part is not.
The fractional measurement, linear superposition of integer measurement, can reveal phase information via intensity.
Phase of Fourier transform is usually believed to carry more information; the image of Noise in simulation hereinafter is in the form:
, where a is the magnitude and randn is a Gaussian random matrix generated by Matlab whose variance is 1. To some extent, in order to retrieve the complex field from single-frame noisy Fraunhofer diffraction, the sampling ratio needed should be much higher than the regular 4× or 8×.
As shown in Fig.1 , the inner products exhibit strong locality.
They are zero at "integer" positions, which correspond to the basis of FFT. The superposition coefficient will change from Mean value of imaginary part on the right is 0.
For discrete case, though the phase part is different from continuous case (see supplementary information), HFT can be computed by The intensity computed by this method is consistent with experiment result (see Fig.3 ). Via this conversion, measuring procedure can be fast computed and the quadratic problem is turned into pursuing zero in the zero zone 2 G , compatible with many existing algorithms. Here we use the classic hybrid input-output (HIO) algorithm 3 , which is widely used in coherent diffraction imaging (illustrated in Fig.4 ): 
, where  represents Hadamard multiplication;
(3) 26 as indicated in Fig.5d . Noise exceeding superposition coefficient will make S for the overlap of two eigensolutions close to S of the two eigensolutions. It is hard to distinguish the eigensolution from the overlap in the absence of other constraints. To acquire a reconstruction with less overlap, noise level should be controlled near or below superposition coefficient. For noisefree measurement, oversized 1 G leads to overlap of solution caused by translation solutions while narrow 1 G provides insufficient freedom. Inappropriate zone division will cause rise in S, as shown in Fig.5e . For noisy measurement, influence on S of overlap of translation solution can be compared with influence of noise; while degree of freedom has a greater influence on finding solution for noisy measurement. When 1 G is too small, S still decreases dramatically with the increasing size of 1 G ; when 1 G is oversized, variation of S becomes relatively stable. Therefore, we can determine appropriate size of 1 G according to S, even if the right size is not provided beforehand. The scheme in experiment setup is depicted in Fig.6 . G and allones matrix initial guess. With the sampling ratio R=116, we achieve reconstruction shown in Fig.6h . The reconstruction for asymmetric Lena in this case appears to be asymmetric and preserve some features. Our experiment demonstrates that it is possible to suppress noise level around superposition coefficient and acquire reconstruction with distinguishable overlap.
In conclusion, we demonstrate theoretically that one-shot measurement with high density in k domain contains enough information to reconstruct complex original field without prior knowledge. Algorithmically, reconstruction performs well for low-noise measurement, even for random complex object. While in high-noise environments, the degradation of the results is mainly manifested as the superposition of conjugate solutions. Our experiments demonstrate the feasibility of high density sampling and phase retrieval from noisy measurement. We successfully acquire the reconstruction tending to one side of conjugate solutions by suppressing noise adequately.
Fraunhofer diffraction imaging for complex object could help biological real time non-staining microscopy. Future studies may focus on coherent light of hard X-ray wavelength for retrieving phase of field revealing depth and optical features with simplest light path. More techniques in computational imaging can be incorporated into our compatible scheme to avoid overlap and increase noise robustness. Better designed structural phase might exist so that the original field can be obtained directly by multiplying the intensities of high sampling rate without using any iterative algorithms.
